
in the analysis of the Ilustre fregona, the scullery maid of the title is barely mentioned.
Overall, this work will be of great interest to scholars of early modern Spain and the
picaresque genre. Given the picaresque’s reach, Fuchs’s contribution enriches early
modern literary analysis in general and her analysis of empire, confession, travel narra-
tives, and the unreliable narrator have broad interdisciplinary applicability.

Emily Kuffner, California State University, Fullerton
doi:10.1017/rqx.2022.408

Spanish Romance in the Battle for Global Supremacy: Tudor and Stuart Black
Legends. Victoria Muñoz.
London: Anthem Press, 2021. x + 232 pp. £80.

The Black Legend endures. Nowhere is this anti-Hispanic prejudice more evident than
in present-day manifestations of anti–Latin American sentiment in US academia, anti-
immigration hatred at the US-Mexican border, and anti-Indigenous rhetoric in Latin
America. These biased iterations were inherited from a Northern European,
anti-Spanish mindset that developed in reaction to Spanish imperialism over four hun-
dred years ago. Muñoz’s monograph explores the historicity of the Black Legend in early
modern England through analyses of the Spanish romance in translation, highlighting
how this and other Spanish literature influenced both Tudor and Stuart English writers.
The book is divided into six stand-alone chapters that analyze the effect of transforming
Spanish romance into anti-Spanish prejudice in England, the Americas, and Australia.
Because it dialogues with Cervantes’s influence on early modern England, this book will
interest scholars of Spanish and English language and culture regarding the reception
and transformation of chivalry in England.

Muñoz builds upon works by Barbara Fuchs, William S. Maltby, and Raymond
Williams to explore how the Black Legend developed in England as a response to
Spanish Habsburg nationalism and imperialism. The author identifies a key moment
in this development: the undeclared war between England and Spain (1585–1604),
after which English writers focused intensely on defining England and ethnic
Englishness, as defined by the social Otherness of Spain and Spanishness. Muñoz high-
lights the complicated role that Spanish poetry, drama, novels, and chivalric romance,
collectively named “tales of love and arms,” played in inspiring prejudice in English cul-
ture (7). English translations of these works, at once embraced for their popular culture
appeal and rejected for their promotion of Spanish imperialism, intrigued readers
through grand heroic adventures, classical myth and epic, and the supernatural hero.
Such notions of conquest subsequently inspired the “colonizer mindset” that would
fuel England’s imperialistic endeavors (9). Specifically, Spain’s contribution to secular
fiction during its Siglo de Oro (Golden Age) was perceived as corrupting humanists of
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the era by idealizing Spanish imperialism, while the romance would later become asso-
ciated with women readers through a feminization of the literary genre.

Reader reception of Spanish romance therefore created what we today call gender
and social binaries in early modern English society, underscoring how gender, social
class, and education level, as determining referents, defined the English reception of
these translations. The uneducated working class believed that what they read (or
heard) was true, while erudite individuals understood the satire and humor associated
with consuming Spanish romances. English soldiers preparing to meet Spanish troops in
war pored over Amadís de Gaula, a famous chivalric novel made even more famous in
Miguel de Cervantes’s Don Quixote de la Mancha (1605–15), to help them prepare for
battle. Women were more attracted to the romantic aspects of chivalry. This bifurcation
between reality and fantasy necessarily invokes Don Quixote, in which Cervantes sati-
rized chivalry as backward thinking. For English readers, nothing could have been more
relatable, and the novel was widely read for its condemnation of the Spanish romance
genre. This would culminate later in the English Enlightenment as evidenced by trans-
lations, illustrations, the promotion of Don Quixote tourism, and the reinterpretation of
the quixotic in mock epics.

The positive reception of Cervantes’s novel as humorous underscored sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century England’s mindset: to criticize and satirize chivalry and all things
Spanish. Yet this social norm also represented a model upon which England formulated
an expansion of its own imperialistic endeavors to form the British Empire. Additionally,
the sudden surge of printed editions of Spanish-language romance translations during the
war years 1585–1604 also propagated the dissemination of Spanish romances to readers of
all social classes, facilitating the binary reader reception stated above.

The author concludes by emphasizing how English readers were already predisposed
to “turn Spain into an object of derision” and to “regard Cervantes as an ideal spokes-
person for the backwardness of Roman Catholicism” (196). By linking Cervantes to the
promotion of the Black Legend as the “Spanish problem” (10), Muñoz enters a long
academic discussion that, just as the Black Legend, appears to have no end in sight.

Daniel Holcombe, Georgia College and State University
doi:10.1017/rqx.2022.409

Anatomie d’une anatomie: Nouvelles recherches sur les blasons anatomiques du corps
féminin. Julien Goeury and Thomas Hunkeler, eds.
Cahiers d’Humanisme et Renaissance 154. Geneva: Droz, 2018. 742 pp. + color pls. $90.

At just shy of 750 pages, Gouery and Hunkeler’s collection, aptly titled Anatomie d’une
anatomie, is an invaluable aid to any scholar whose interest turns to the blason anatomi-
que. The inception of the blason anatomique in French poetry is well known. Composed
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